Robust design has been gaining wide attention, and its applications have been extended to making reliable decisions when designing complex engineering systems in a multidisciplinary design environment. Though the usefulness of robust design is widely acknowledged for multidisciplinary design systems, its implementation is rare. One of the reasons is due to the complexity and computational burden associated with the evaluation of performance variations caused by the randomness (uncertainty) of a system. In this paper, a multidisciplinary robust design procedure that utilizes efficient methods for uncertainty analysis is developed. Different from the existing uncertainty analysis techniques, our proposed techniques bring the features of MDO framework into consideration. The system uncertainty analysis (SUA) method and the concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (CSSUA) method are developed to estimate the mean and variance of system performance subject to uncertainties associated with both design parameters and design models. As shown both analytically and empirically, compared to the conventional Monte Carlo simulation approach, the proposed techniques used for uncertainty analysis will significantly reduce the amount of design evaluations at the system level, and therefore improve the efficiency of robust design in the domain of MDO. A mathematical example and an electronic packaging problem are used as examples to verify the effectiveness of these approaches.
Introduction
Robust design has been gaining wide attention and its applications have been extended from improving the quality of individual components to designing complex engineering systems. The methods for robust design have progressed from the initial Taguchi's "parameter design method" 1 to recent nonlinear programming methods 2 -4 that formulate robust design problems as nonlinear optimization problems with multiple objectives subject to feasibility robustness 5, 6 . Based on its fundamental principle, i.e., improving the quality of a product by minimizing the effects of variation without eliminating the causes 1 , robust design has become one of the powerful tools to assist designers to make reliable decisions under uncertainty 7 .
In designing complex engineering systems, Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization (MDO) [8] [9] [10] has become a systematic approach to optimization of complex, coupled engineering systems, where "multidisciplinary" refers to the different aspects that must be included in designing a system that involves multiple interacting disciplines, such as those found in aircraft, spacecraft, automobiles, and industrial manufacturing applications. It is generally recognized that there always exist uncertainties in any engineering system due to variations in design conditions and predictions used in mathematical models 7 . However, even though we have seen many applications of MDO, the treatment of uncertainties under multidisciplinary design has received very limited attention 11, 12 . There is a great potential to integrate the robust design concept and the MDO framework for rational decision-making in designing complex systems.
In recent developments, some preliminary results of robust design for MDO are reported 11 -14 . In these works, response surface models for system level objective and constraints are created to replace the computationally expensive simulation models. Based on the simplified models, the mean and variance of the system behaviors are evaluated through uncertainty analysis (propagating the effect of uncertainty) and then utilized to obtain the robust optimal solutions. When conducting uncertainty analysis, most of these approaches utilize design evaluations at the system level, namely, the all-in-one approach. The drawback of using the response surface modeling approach is the cost associated with generating an accurate response surface model over a large parameter space (for both deterministic and random variables). Besides, some of the response surface methods tend to "smooth" the behavior.
This results in large errors when the smooth function is used to evaluate local sensitivities in uncertainty analysis.
In developing efficient methods for uncertainty analysis, many researches have been focused on design problems with a single discipline or an all-in-one integrated analysis.
Existing methods include Monte Carlo simulation 15 , first-order second-moment analysis 5, 16 , stochastic response surface methods 17, polynomial chaos expansion method 18 , and reliability analysis based approaches 19 . Most of these applications are limited to modeling the uncertainty of input parameters. In recent developments, some preliminary results of propagating model (structure) uncertainty are reported. Du and Chen 7 applied the extreme condition approach and the statistical approach to propagating the effect of both parameter and model uncertainties. The extreme condition approach is to derive the range of a system output in terms of the range of uncertainties by sub-optimizations (minimization and maximization of the performance). The statistical approach relies heavily on the use of data sampling to generate probabilistic distributions of system output. Very few works exist on propagating the effect of uncertainty in the context of multidisciplinary design. Preliminary results were published recently by Gu et al. 20 on this topic. With their approach, model uncertainty is denoted by a range (bias) of the system output; the "worst case" concept and the first-order sensitivity analysis are used to evaluate the interval of the end performance of a multidisciplinary system. Methods that could accommodate generic probabilistic representations of uncertain parameters and model error estimations have not yet been fully developed.
Our aim in this paper is to facilitate the integration of the robust design concept with MDO by developing efficient methods for uncertainty analysis that bring the features of MDO framework into consideration. To improve the computational efficiency in the context of highly coupled analyses, two techniques, namely, the system uncertainty analysis (SUA) method and the concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (CSSUA) method, are developed.
The former approach utilizes Taylor expansion as well as local and global sensitivity analysis (first-order derivatives) to evaluate the mean and variance of a system output, while the later uses only local sensitivities and a parallel scheme that allows uncertainty analysis implemented concurrently at the subsystem level. The developed methods will assist designers to make reliable decisions when there are uncertainties associated with both design parameters and design models. Both methods will significantly reduce the amount of design evaluations at the system level, and therefore improve the efficiency of robust design in the domain of MDO.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the need for considering various sources of uncertainties in simulation-based multidisciplinary system design is addressed along with the uncertainty representation in a multidisciplinary system. Our proposed methods for uncertainty analysis and the integration of these methods with MDO are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, Two examples are used to illustrate the effectiveness of our methods. Section 5 is the closure which highlights the effectiveness of the proposed methods and provides discussions on their applicability under different circumstances.
Uncertainty Modeling in Simulation-Based Multidisciplinary Design

Sources of Uncertainties
In simulation-based design, the model-predicted performance and the actual system performance often deviate at certain levels. Under a multidisciplinary design environment, a system is composed of multidisciplinary subsystems each using a variety of disciplinary models with uncertainties associated with performance predications. These subsystems are often highly coupled where the performance prediction of one discipline may become the input of another discipline and vice versa 8, 21 . A critical issue in simulation-based multidisciplinary design is that the uncertainties of one discipline may be propagated to another discipline through the linking variables and the final output from the integrated multidisciplinary system has an accumulation of the uncertainties from the individual disciplines. This feature has posed additional challenges in developing efficient uncertainty analysis techniques for multidisciplinary systems.
Omitting the algorithmic errors related to computer implementations, several general sources contribute to the uncertainties in simulation predictions:
• Variability of input values x (including both design parameters and design variables), called "input parameter uncertainty"
• Uncertainty due to limited information in estimating the characteristics of model parameters p, which are parameter components of a model, e. g. the physical constant of a model, called "model parameter uncertainty" 22, 23 ; 6
• Uncertainty in the model structure itself (including uncertainty in the validity of the assumptions underlying the model), referred to as "model structure uncertainty" 24, 25 .
We refer to "input parameter uncertainty" and "model parameter uncertainty" together as "parameter uncertainty", and "model structure uncertainty" as "model uncertainty".
Quantification of model uncertainty is more complicated compared to that of the parameter uncertainty. It is still an ongoing research issue in both academia and industry 24, 25 . We use the probabilistic notion to suggest that all types of uncertainties studied in this work will be measured by probability distributions of simulation predictions. One method to consider the model uncertainty is to introduce a function ) (x ε of simulation input into the simulation
Generally, ) (x ε is a random function even under the condition that x is deterministic.
Description of Multidisciplinary System under Uncertainties
Fig .1 , the linking variables can be derived as:
Similarly, the general output of subsystem i,
, can be derived as:
The outputs of each subsystem i z , which may include linking variables, are often associated with the system attributes for the evaluations of constraints and objectives in optimization. In the situation that an objective (or constraint) is a function of several system attributes coming from the analyses of different disciplines, a separate subsystem evaluation can be formed for this purpose.
In propagating the effect of uncertainty, the goal is to quantify the distributions of system outputs i z for the given parameter uncertainty and the model uncertainty. 
Techniques for Uncertainty Analysis in Multidisciplinary Robust Design
Both the system uncertainty analysis (SUA) method and the concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (CSSUA) method are developed to derive the mean and the variance of a system attribute in a multidisciplinary system. The former approach utilizes Taylor approximations as well as local and global sensitivity analysis (first-order derivatives), while the later uses only local sensitivities and a parallel scheme that allows uncertainty analysis implemented concurrently at the subsystem level. In a distributed design environment, a parallel scheme is often desired to decouple the multidisciplinary analysis so that individual groups can work independently from others.
The SUA method 1) Evaluate mean values
With the SUA method, the mean values of linking variables and system outputs are approximated at the mean values of inputs as
and
The evaluations of Eqs. (4) and (5) require analyses at the system level.
2) Derive system variance
To obtain the variances of system outputs, firstly, linking variables n) 1, (i = Finally, based on the approximated system output, its variance is evaluated. The detailed procedure is as follows.
From Eq. (2), the linking variables i y are approximated using Taylor's expansion as
which can be written in a matrix form Solving a system of equations in Eq. (7) yields
which can be expressed by the matrix form
, (10) where 
where
, and all the 2 σ are the variance vectors.
All Ds in Eq. (11) stand for vectors of variance and J I , , K are matrices of derivatives of linking variables and system outputs with respect to input variables. From this equation, it is noted that the total variation of a system output is derived as the sum of the variations contributed by four individual sources, i.e., the uncertainties of the sharing variables s x , the variation of subsystem input variables i x , the variation of linking variable i y due to model uncertainty, and the variation of system output i z due to model uncertainty.
The CSSUA method
In the SUA method, for the evaluation of the mean value of a system output, one analysis at the system level is required. To avoid any system level analysis in the case that it is very expensive, we developed the concurrent subsystem uncertainty analysis (CSSUA) method.
The basic idea of the CSSUA method is to facilitate the parallelization of the variance evaluation for system outputs that are contributed by different subsystems. This is accomplished by making use of optimization technique to find the means of system output where only subsystem analyses are involved. Once the means of the system output are obtained, we use the same procedure as we developed for the SUA method to evaluate the variances of system output. The procedure is as follows.
1) Find mean values of linking variable
by the suboptimization as shown in Fig. 2 .
Here, the compatibility of the system is achieved by an optimizer which sets the target values of the mean values of linking variables and minimizes the deviations between the targets and those that are actually generated through the subsystems analyses. The idea can be generated as the following unconstrained optimization model: 
2) Evaluate the mean value of a system output
The mean value of a system output is evaluated by substituting the mean of linking variable yi µ in Eq. (5) with the suboptimization result.
3) Evaluate variance of a system output
Following the same procedure from Eqs. (6) through (11) as previously shown in the SUA method, we obtain the system output variance in the same expression as Eq. (11).
In the CSSUA, all analyses are implemented within subsystems and they can be 
Efficiency of SUA and CSSUA
As it will be demonstrated in the example problems, our proposed techniques are much more efficient than the conventional Monte Carlo Simulations. To choose between the SUA and the CSSUA methods, we need to consider the number of all-in-one system level analysis and the number of subsystem level analysis, as well as the time needed for each of these analyses, for each different problems. To provide good guidelines for choosing the most appropriate technique, we derive analytically the numbers of system and subsystem analyses needed for the SUA and the CSSUA methods, respectively, as functions of the number of input linking variables, the number of subsystem output, the number of sharing variables, the number of subsystem input variables, and the number of output linking variables.
For each uncertainty analysis, the SUA method needs one system level analysis while the CSSUA does not require any system level analysis. On the other hand, the CSSUA method requires more subsystem level analyses (subsystem analyses) than the SUA due to the suboptimization involved in uncertainty analysis. Assuming that the derivatives needed for uncertainty analysis (Eqs. 7 and 10) are evaluated numerically, the number of subsystem analysis for each different method is derived as the following.
1) The number of subsystem analysis for SUA 2) The number of subsystem analysis for the CSSUA (13) where N fun_call is the number of function evaluations for suboptimization.
The first part on the right hand side in Eq. 13 is the number of subsystem analyses for suboptimization and the second part is the number of subsystem analyses for the variance evaluations after the suboptimization.
By subtracting Eq. 12 from Eq. 13, we have
The difference of numbers of subsystem analyses of the SUA and the CSSUA becomes the sum of the number of function evaluations (in suboptimization) multiplies the number of subsystems, i.e., call fun nN _ . If we can estimate the computational effort for one all-in-one system analysis as the equivalent number of that for subsystem analyses, then we may prefer the SUA to CSSUA in the case that the equivalent number of subsystem analyses for the SUA is less than call fun nN _ , otherwise we would liked to choose the CSSUA.
It should be noted that in the case that parallization (distributed analysis) is considered for subsystem analysis under the CSSUA, the total amount of time needed (considering the parallization scheme) will be a better measure than the total number of subsystem analysis when choosing which method to use.
The proposed methods are developed for MDO implementation considering the features of a MDO framework. They are in general more efficient than the conventional Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) approach. To evaluate the means and the standard deviations of system outputs and linking variables, the MCS will need hundreds of simulations to obtain accurate estimations, and these simulations need to be conducted at the all-in-one system level. For closed loop systems, this means for each Monte Carlo simulation, multiple subsystem analysis from each discipline will be needed to reach convergence. The multiplication will often result in much larger number of subsystem analysis for MCS than for the SUA and CSSUA methods. In the case that the derivatives needed for uncertainty analysis can be derived analytically instead of numerically, the advantages of using our proposed methods will be even more superior than using MCS. In that the case, for each uncertainty analysis, the computational effort of the proposed methods is similar to the computational effort of only one simulation of the MCS. In the case that those derivatives need to be evaluated numerically, the advantages of the SUA and CSSUA methods may diminish when the system has a very large number of random variables, for example, thousands random variables. In that case, the MCS approach will be more favorable.
Formulation of Multidisciplinary Robust Optimization
From the viewpoint of robust design, the goal of a design is to make the system (or product) inert to the potential variations without eliminating the sources of uncertainty 15 . The same concept is used here to reduce the impact of both parameter and model uncertainties associated with MDO. The robust optimization objective is achieved by simultaneously "optimizing the mean performance" and "reducing the performance variation", subject to the robustness of constraints 5 . Let ) , ( x x a s and ) , ( x x g s be the objective and constraints of a system, respectively, the general form of the objective can be expressed as The mean values a µ and g µ , and the standard deviations a σ and g σ can be obtained by either the SUA or the CSSUA method. It is noted that if the CSSUA is used, the suboptimization should be performed under the robust optimization and the whole robust design will be a double loop procedure. Multiobjective techniques for making tradeoffs between the mean and variance aspects in robust design have been fully investigated in our earlier study 26 .
The total number of subsystem analyses is approximated equal to the number of function evaluation of the optimization for robust design times the numbers listed in Eqs. (12) and (13) for the SUA and the CSSUA respectively. The total number of system analyses for the SUA is equal to the number of function evaluation of the optimization for robust design.
Examples
Two examples are used to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed uncertainty analysis techniques. The accuracy of using the SUA and the CSSUA methods for both multidisciplinary design evaluations (analyses) and optimization is examined. , is adopted for each uncertainty analysis and the result from the MCS is considered as the correct solution for the purpose of confirmation. The modified feasible direction method is used as the optimizer for both suboptimization for uncertainty analysis and system optimization for robust design.
A Mathematical Example
Problem statement
Two subsystems are considered in this example. The functional relationships are represented as: 
Accuracy and efficiency for design evaluations
Means and standard deviations of the system outputs z 1 and z 2 are calculated by the SUA method and the CSSUA method at three arbitrarily selected design points 1, 1, 1, 1) , (2, 2, 2, 2, 2) and (2, 5, 2, 5, 2). The results are compared in Table 1 .
From Table1, it is seen that at all the three points, means of z 1 In this example, the number of subsystem n=2, the number of output . In the above model, k is chosen to be 1 which indicates that with 84.13% probability, the constraint will be satisfied under the assumption that constraint functions are normally distributed. i.e., optimizing the mean performance and minimizing performance deviations. Table 2 lists the robust design solutions for this multidisciplinary system from using the proposed two methods and the MCS. The modified feasible direction method is used to solve the problem. 20 The values of the objective and constraints in the last three rows for the SUA and the CSSUA are the results confirmed by the MCS based on the optimal solutions of 1
Although the solutions of 1 x µ to 5 x µ slightly vary from one method to another, we note that the SUA and the CSSUA methods both generate very close optimal solution to that from the MCS, in terms of the value of the objective function and the feasibility.
In terms of the efficiency for robust design, for the SUA, the total number of system level analysis is 31, one for each of the 31 function evaluations of the optimization for robust design; the total number of subsystem analyses is 868. For the CSSUA, the total number of subsystem analyses is 2660 (for 35 function evaluations of system level optimization), while the number of system analysis is 0. When using the MCS, the number of optimization function evaluation is 46 and the total number of system analyses is equal to 46×10 6 .
Electronic Packaging Problem
Problem statement
The electronic packaging problem is a benchmark multidisciplinary problem comprising the coupling between electronic and thermal subsystems. Component resistances (in electronic subsystem) are affected by operating temperatures in (thermal subsystem), while the temperatures depend on the resistances. The subsystem relationship is demonstrated in The modified feasible direction method is used to solve the problem. The results are shown in Table 3 . From Table 3 , it is noted that the mean values generated by the SUA and the CSSUA methods are very close. Those results under h are small enough to be considered all as zeros. The estimations of standard deviations by using the SUA and the CSSUA are considered to be satisfactory.
In this example, the number of subsystem n=2, the number of output For the MCS, the number of system analyses is equal to the number of random samples used for simulations, which is 10
6
. If the system analysis involves close-loop iterative subsystem analyses, the total number of subsystem analyses will exceed 10 6 for each subsystem.
the system level optimization). With the MCS, the number of system level optimization function evaluation is 64 and the total number of system analyses is equal to 64×10 6 .
Discussions and Closure
Two techniques, namely, the system uncertainty analysis ( is centered on the formulation and computation of multidisciplinary optimization instead of uncertainty analysis, their discussions on "decomposition and disciplinary autonomy" can also be used as useful guidelines for us to choose the CSSUA method versus the SUA method.
Interested readers should refer to their paper for further details.
It should be noted that significant computational savings are achieved in this work by employing Taylor expansions to reduce the amount of couplings among disciplines in uncertainty analysis. Further, only the first and second moments (mean and variance) are considered for decision-making under uncertainty and no distributions are needed to implement the methods. We note that the proceeding assumptions are acceptable for the two multidisciplinary robust design problems illustrated in this paper. However, if high accuracy is needed (for example in reliability assessment) or the description of the full distribution of a system output is important, other approaches may be better suited. These approaches are expected to be generally much more computationally expensive. To further extend the proposed uncertainty analysis techniques, we plan to investigate computational procedures that could allow effective sharing between the gradient information obtained for uncertainty analysis and those needed for system level optimization. 
